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• Energy RD&D, DTCs, 
labs, exhibition space 

• Low carbon exemplar: 
BREEAM Outstanding 

• 2100m2 on award 
winning Jubilee Campus 

• c. £9.5 M investment: 
£5.5M UoN, £2.8M 
ERDF, Wolfson 
application 

 

Design for Energy Technologies Building 
 

Energy Technologies Building 
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ALCE: What will it do? 

• Accelerate a low carbon 
economy in the region  

• By catalyzing increased 
regional business 
innovation  

• Enhancing university-
business interaction 

Pellets capturing CO2 using amine polymer  
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ALCE: Targets 

• Businesses* in new 
engagements with UoN 

• Graduates placed in 
SMEs 

• Businesses* improving 
performance 

• Jobs created 
• Businesses created or 

locating in region … 
 
* SMEs in East Midland region 

  

SCORE stove generating heat and electricity 
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Connecting to businesses 

• Information and 
networking events 

• Annual conference 
• Technical seminars  
• Showcase & 

Demonstration events 
• Referrals 
  

Light pipe in university’s Eco House 
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Graduate Placements 

eg: 
• MSc dissertation* 
• Vacationships* 
• KTP 

(www.ktponline.org.uk) 
• Sponsored PhD/EngD 
  

* Graduate Placement Fund  
Students involved in construction  

of Creative Energy Homes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
C2. Placements and PhD studentsAn important part of knowledge transfer is the movement of people between the knowledge base and industry or public sector. Working closely with the outreach programme, this project will achieve this through graduate placements including: KTP associates, MSc project placements, postgraduate vacation placements, industrial supervised PhDs and EngD students. Placements can be of various types and therefore lengths. The main types in ‘size’ order are:Postgraduate (PG) dissertation based on a topic common to the customer (SME) and university. Typical length: 6 month dissertation requiring a few days or weeks based with the customer. Industrial sponsorship is in terms of time not cash.PG student vacation placement requiring one to three months based with the customer. The industrial sponsorship would normally be a salary for the student for the duration of the placement. PG KTP Associate at the customer, typically 2 years full time but can be from 10 weeks to 3 years. An SME customer for example pays one third of the costs (50% for larger companies), as subsidized by the KTP scheme, amounting to about £22k per year (or 40% of £950 per week for short projects). They also need to cover their own overhead costs (eg supervision time). Foreground IPR belongs to company but university has right to use for research/education purposes.Research Councils’ CASE studentships: doctoral students  carry out research in conjunction with companies/organisations; jointly supervised. Industrial CASE Awards: businesses take the lead. Sponsored PhD student last three or four years and are based at the university but conduct research of interest to the customer. Customers typically sponsor the student £8-10K per year plus supervision time and meetings. Sponsored EngD students last four years and spend 2 years placed full time with the customer. Sponsorship is typically £10-12k per year plus a more substantial supervision time given the student is based full time at the company for 2 years. Note MEGS.Five PhD/EngD students are funded as part of this project to undertake development work closely associated with the work packages B and D. These will focus on the following subjects with industrial sponsorship being sought at the outset. Industrial part sponsorship is required costing <£10K over 3 years (ie one-sixth of the stipend+fees) which is very good value for money.1. Analysis of energy usage in Creative Energy Homes and new energy building2. Design of a micro- electrical grid for smart energy community3. Strategies for energy management and control in a smart energy community4. Renewable energy for the new energy building (focus depends on industry interest)5. Energy storage or transport (depending on industry interests) related to new energy building Graduate Placement Fund could be used to facilitate the collaboration or placement if necessary, eg to cover the student salary for a vacation placement.
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The building and facilities 

• BREEAM Outstanding 
• Energy technologies eg: 

H refuelling station, 
electric vehicle charging,  
energy storage, H fuel 
cell, biomass CHP, pv… 

• 700m2 Labs            
600m2 prototyping hall  
500m2 offices (60 staff, 
60 PGRs)              
300m2 amenities 

 
  

Creative Energy Homes, University Park 
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R&D Facilities 

Key topics: 
• Clean fossil energy eg CCS 
• Renewables and storage 
• Flexible electrical systems 
• Hydrogen 
• Biofuels 
• Low carbon buildings 
• Social aspects 
 
  UNIFLEX Controller 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
C1. New RD&D equipment associated with the facilities a-d listed above. The purpose is to provide equipment that facilitates university-business interaction and offers test facilities for business users (recognising that SMEs typically have fewer resources to invest in their own test bed facilities). The proposed equipment is categorized into the research themes (i)-(vii) within the new building as named above. A list of the specific facilities is provided in Appendix 2. This list is the result of a consultation within the university and with businesses over the last 12 months. Exact specifications are yet to be completed and may depend on the design details of the build project (work package B) which will be finalised during months 1-3 of the project. Also, exactly which items are purchased from the project budget may alter slightly as discussions develop with industry regarding co-financing of certain items. The purpose of such facilities in terms of stakeholder engagement and energy RD&D is as follows. (i) Clean fossil energy (lead: Prof C Snape)The social science activity in vii below will encompass public acceptability and policy issues surrounding carbon capture and storage (CCS).  This is of critical importance in terms of the feasibility of CCS.(ii) Renewable energy generation and storage (Lead: Prof S Garvey)In this project renewable energy technologies span wind, bio-energy and solar power. The proposed facilities will particularly assist developments in exploiting small scale wind, solar energy and associated energy storage requirements. (we do not propose to compete with testing facilities in the UK for large scale wind). (iii) Flexible electrical systems (Lead: Profs G Asher and M Johnson)This infrastructure will underpin the smart energy community activities described in work package D below. The equipment will form the core infrastructure for research into the interfacing and control of renewable energy sources, energy storage and user loads; hybrid electrical vehicles; energy management and micro-grids, remote grid emulation and virtual grids. This addresses the major obstacle of whole systems development and integration of technologies. (iv) Hydrogen storage and energy-conversion (Lead: Associate Professor G Walker)The Hydrogen refuelling station would complete a Midlands Hydrogen Ring to complement facilities already at Loughborough and Birmingham. Other equipment, combined under (iii), will enable RD&D into hydrogen production, hydrogen fuels, engines and electrical integration. These facilities significantly increase the capacity in the region to develop systems for a hydrogen economy. (v) Bio-fuel extraction and energy-conversion from non-food stocks and high value co-product formation  (Lead: Prof K Smart) Nottingham’s research activity in the BBSRC Sustainable Bioenergy Centre will be situated at Sutton Bonnington.  However, it is proposed to use the new Building to showcase aspects of the research and also to be a focus for RD&D on (i) biomass/residue utilisation as a source of power, bitumen, transport fuels or high value chemicals (ii) components of a bio-refinery.  Preliminary discussions with potential industrial partners have commenced with a view to the provision of funds for specialised equipment.(vi) Demand side reduction in the built environment (Lead: Prof M Stacey)This will enable performance testing of building materials (including advanced insulation, smart materials, thermal management systems, low embodied energy materials), simulating realistic indoor and outdoor climatic conditions, and solar energy materials, conversion and solar-driven ventilation. These facilities will be unique in the UK where there is a strong need for such testing capabilities that lead the way in offering a main route to collaborative RD&D with industry and test house for industry access.(vii) Environmental and social management (lead: Prof R Dingwall)Space in the building will be utilised by social scientists to research the translation of new energy technologies through manufacturing into public use, identifying opportunities and barriers to uptake and user feedback.  This flexible space will also be suited to more informal interchanges and focus groups among a range of stakeholders as future issues emerge.
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Topic: Renewables and storage 

• Advanced, insitu testing 
of building integrated 
renewables and new 
façade technologies 

• Prototyping Hall for 
construction and testing 
of facades (400m2 + 
200m2) 

• Materials & Building 
Physics Laboratory 
(55m2 climate controlled) 

• Climate simulator 70m2 
 
 
  

Creative Energy Homes, University Park 
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Smart energy community 

• Smart networks RD&D 
• Initially energy building + 

creative energy homes 
• Expand after 2-3 years 
• HEI: socio & techno R&D 
• Industry: test devices in 

operating conditions 
• Government: showcase 

capability 
  

First virtual energy community? 
UNIFLEX Controller 
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Smart energy community event 

• Building a Smart Energy 
Community 

•  15 April  
• Promote the smart grid 

concept and practical 
applications.  

• Energy communities, green 
energy and small scale energy 
producers and technology 
providers. 

• Free exhibition space 
available.  

UNIFLEX Controller 
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Timescales 

Launch event held         
September 2010 

Events, placements from 
October 2010 

Energy building ready    
January 2012 

Project duration to March 
2013 

 
 

MOF polymer for world-record H storage  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hydrogen production:• Electrolyser membranes• GasificationSolar Photoreforming  Hydrogen Storage:• Metal hydrides, complex hydrides,nanoporous carbons, MOFs (photo material meets DoE target for wt% for H materials and holds world record, M Schroder and N Champness)• Kinetics and thermodynamicsFuel Cells:• PEM membranes• Nanostructured electrocatalysts• Manufacturing components• Power electronicsEnergy Storage:• Supercapacitors• Batteries• Thermal and mechanical   Compressed air
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EU 

Industry

UK 
Government 

UK RC

Other

ALCE  builds upon the University of 
Nottingham’s Energy Technologies Research 

Institute (ETRI) 

• Major international centre 
for energy RD&D across a 
range of themes 

• £50M current portfolio 
• > tripled in 3 years 

 
 
 

University of Nottingham Innovation Park 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EU 	£5.4MIndustry	£13.3M	UK Government 	£5.5M	UK RC	£26.6	Other	£0.50	TOTAL £51.3	
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Energy Technologies Research 
Institute (ETRI) 

• 60 researchers as PIs or Co-Is on 
current grants 

 
• 3 Faculties, over 13 disciplines 

 

Engineering: electrical, mechanical, chemical, civil, 
buildings 

Science: chemistry, biosciences, physics, maths, 
computing 

Social science: geography, economics, business 

 

 
 

 

David Wilson Millennium Eco-House 
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Midlands Energy Consortium 
(MEC) Partnership 

• Nottingham, Birmingham, Loughborough,  
• Wide collaboration on energy research and teaching 
• Unrivalled concentration of energy related RD&D 

within the UK 
• Hosts Energy Technologies Institute (ETI) 
• Midlands Energy Graduate School (MEGS) 

– training next generation of highly skilled personnel for 
energy industry and academia 
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How to engage with the 
Universities 

 
Examples, 
• Birmingham – funded PhD Scholarships 
• Birmingham - EPSRC knowledge transfer 

secondments 
• Loughborough - A graduate internship programme 

providing skills to low carbon companies 
•  Loughborough - Access to  collaborative research in 

specialist areas such as Fuel Cell technologies 
• MSc Projects, Case awards 
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Contacts 
 
Melanie Watts 
ALCE Project Manager 
ALCE@nottingham.ac.uk 
melanie.watts@nottingham.ac.uk 
T: 0115 84 67668 
www.nottingham.ac.uk/ALCE 
 
Ian Dwyer 
Research and Business Development 
Manager, Energy 
ian.dwyer@nottingham.ac.uk 
T: 0115 84 68141 
 
Helen Turner 
Midlands Energy Consortium Manager 
helen.turner@lboro.ac.uk 
01509 228 494 
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